MINUTES - FACULTY SENATE MEETING OF JULY 6, 1983
The meeting was called to order at 3:10 p.m. by Chairman Robert B. Patterson.
I.

Approval of Minutes.

SECRETARY JOHN GARDNER moved to correct the Minutes as follows: on page M-1 under
Section II, paragraph two, the last word in the first line of that paragraph should read
"corrrnittees" (delete the apostrophe) and on page M-3, the paragraph beginning "Professor
Michael Dewey, Department of Biology" (paragraph 3, line 11) the sentence should read
"environment and ecological influence is not a proper construction", not "consturction".
The Minutes were approved as corrected.
II.

Reports of Officers.

PROVOST FRANCIS T. BORKOWSKI reported as follows:
Budget
Addressed

Let me address three items - first, the budget. Concluding
this year as you all know has been a very difficult and testy
year and 1983-84 will also be a difficult year. The resources
of the University are going to be a bit austere, but I must
say forthrightly, that we are certainly far better off now
than we would be had all of the budget cuts been implemented
and the economy continued on its downward spiral . We have
approximately $6 million more than we did in 1982-83. Of
that $6 million, $4 million will be used for salary increases
and for utility cost increases and the additional $2 million
will be used to handle all other matters. Actually, it comes
to about $2.4 million but the School of Medicine (separate
as you all know from the Columbia and the Nine-Campus System)
has a decrement in their budget of $400,000. So if we are
looking at a total institutional budget we have about
$2 million.

Salary
Increases
Discussed

Stipulations on salary increases for unclassified personnel
at the University and all state agencies was 5% (this 5% includes
all promotions) . We began looking then in our first round of
discussion on salary increases at an average of 4 1/2%. We
assumed that the other l/2%would go to some equity adjustments
and to promotions. An interpretation of page 169 of the appropriation bill stated that the universities could go beyond 5%
in salaries for high technology areas. The appropriation bill
spells out six specific areas, but curiously it does not exclude
in the language the opportunity to go beyond 5% in other areas.
It could be interpreted that one can go beyond these six technology areas although there are no additional state resources
for additional salary increases. Any additional increases
beyond what the State provides (which is 70% of the 5%), that
is 30%must ~ome out of the general budget of the University .
It is our belief that salaries (after that terrible year last
year) need to be boosted and while cognizant of other serious
operating problems (computers, equipment, supplies, graduate
assistant stipends, travel, all these various areas). We did
try to enhance the salary level by taking out of the general
budget what would be made available to us . In other words,
out of the $2 million that could be applied, if we took approximately $320 ,000 and tried to slide that to get a little bit
beyond that 5%, we still have to have approval for the allocation
of salaries by the Budget and Control Board and whether we get
into some political game plan is anybody's guess at this point.
Certainly the sal ary raise pool is not adequate especially based
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on the negative increase in essence of last year. But it
is indeed what has been formulated and what has been approved
by the Legislature despite our earnest pleadings to put more
funds into salaries.
Let me share with you that the Administration has worked
very hard on this salary matter. We met with the Personnel
Committee of the Budget and Control Board and a meeting has
been set up with the full Budget and Control Board in approximately three weeks. I doubt that there will be any additional
codicil or supplementary salary package that could come our
way. The Legislature in essence is over but we intend to hammer
home the need to keep the faculty competitive. The last two
years have simply set us back and we will continue to push
that point.
Be wary, if I may suggest, on what appears in the press.
It is not unusual for statements to be taken out of context
or for different types of impositions to be laid on comments.
!~hen we meet with the Budget and Control Board, we will try to
hammer home the need to put salaries at a very high priority
level. We have plenty of data to back it up.
~le recognize too the needs of faculty that are not in the
technology areas. We are extremely sensitive to morale and to
competiveness in all areas of the institution. We do have at
this point a drive in the state of South Carolina as in many
other states to reward the high technology areas. We must be
responsive to these areas in order to be competitive and also
to reflect our commitment to follow the Governor's priorities.

Six Areas
to be
Enhanced

I am concerned about the language of the last page of the
appropriation bill (which I mentioned earlier) which specifies
six areas to be enhanced. Although the language can be loosely
interpreted, six areas are selected. The University does not
want to get into the position where we have the Legislature
or the Budget and Control Board directing the institution to
provide salaries for specific areas. If that happens we lose
a tremendous amount of flexibility and an opportunity to shape
the institution. Consequently, we must be sensitive to the
way we allocate our resources and be responsible to this direction
and yet clearly also try to have some equitable balance among
all segments of the faculty of the University. This is what we
are trying to do.

EDPY 399

On another matter dealing with Ed Psychology there still
seems to be some question about what has happened to that course.
That course for the purposes that it was being used in the past
has not been used this summer, will not be used in the second
summer term, and will not be used again. I sent Dr. Sederberg
a copy of the report from the College of Education dealing with
that course and the manner in which is was used. Because of
the resolution of this body, that courses simply will not be
used for those purposes again.

Discussed

Admission
Standards
Discussed

On a third point dealing with the report in the newspaper
that USC was establishing for the first time prerequisites for
admission to the University - that was simply fallacious. A
letter was sent to the Commission on Hiaher Education
simply stating "students coming to the University of South
Carolina at all nine campuses of the System are expected to
meet the requirements of the individual colleges as well as
meet the requirements of the University." Subsequent to that,
it is likely that when a student meets those requirements,
courses in mathematics, chemistry, and languages, it will
certainly put that student in an advantageous position. The
key word is expectation. This does not mean that a student
who comes to the University of South Carolina and is interviewed
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by the Admissions Office and lacks one unit in a foreign
language or one unit in history will not be admitted.
That is not the case at all - that's up to the University
and to the individual colleges to decide. One can be
admitted to the University of South Carolina, as you all
know, and not be admitted to a certain college. This was
one of the problems we had in the past in the Center for
Undeclared Majors. The Center grew and expanded and we had
a large number of students who met the minimum entrance
requirements of the Universtiy but could not be admitted
to any one of its colleges. So what we have done is simply
say to this request by the Commission that all state colleges
and universities adopt a stance dealing with prerequisites,
that it is expected that students will have these courses
in order to be admitted and to enhance the possibility of
their admission to individual colleges . Now what was conveyed in the press was that the University didn't have these
requirements but I must say we are far ahead of that. With
our projected grade point average, it would be difficult for
a student to be admitted without meeting those prerequistes.
We did not want to get into the position of saying a student
who doesn't have a specific unit cannot be admitted. There
are lots of reasons for it - one of course is that we have
now a growing number of older students coming to the University
of South Carolina. Some of you may not know that right now
over 40% of our students are above the age of 27. As students
come into the University with a variety of backgrounds the
institution cannot give up its right to determine admission
on any one statement. So the reponse is simply based on
ex~ectations rather than specific requirements of prerequisites.
Ha that been the case and we were to adopt specific prerequisites,
then clearly the Administration would have been obliged to go
to the Admissions Committee and subsequently to the colleges
for adoption of prerequisites. But in the absenece of any
change other than to say it is expected that a student will
have these courses in order to gain entry into the University,
that was our response to the Commission.
PROVOST BORKOWSKI then asked if there were any questions on any of these matters
or any additional matters.
PROFESSOR RAY MOORE, GOVERNMENT AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, asked the Provost if
he understood correctly that no changes in the admissions policy were made as the result
of the letter that Dr. Holderman sent to Howard Boozer. DR. BORKOWSKI replied in the
affirmative . PROFESSOR MOORE then asked "Do you anticipate that it is going to take about
three or four years to go into effect and would you aniticipate any request that you might
have of the Admissions Committee for either tightening or changing the Administration's
requirement to more or less comply with what seems to be the minimum standards across the
board for the other state institutions? Is this a status quo situation?''
The PROVOST responded as follows :
The admission standards by the various colleges change
quite often particularly the grade point averages, the SAT
scores, and the projected grade point averages. So the
admission standards are altered by the Admissions Committee
and that is in a state of evolution. In terms of these
specific prerequisites , it is my judgement that over the
next three to four years there will be very little action
regarding this . If indeed we are requested to formally
adopt these requirements in lieu of our present admission
standards and to state unequivocally that a student will not
be admitted unless these prerequisites are met, clearly that
would require a broad based review by the Admissions Committee,
discussion by the Facu l ty Senate and adoption by the colleges.
Should that happen and we are asked directly to do that we
would of course then turn it over to the faculty. Our own
judgement is that this may suffice . It does ind i cate what
our expectations are without speci fically altering our
present admission standards or our present admi ssion process .
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PROFESSOR MOORE inquired if CHE was trying to set admission standards for state
institutions like you suggested perhaps priorities on salaries. It certainly, at least
by the press accounts, seems to suggest that CHE is trying to establish minimum standards
across the board for state institutions.
DR. BORKOWSKI answered:
I think the Commission is trying to exercise a role in setting
the standards. This is I believe a response to what is happening
in other states. There are some states that have done that. I
do believe that there have been idle comments and some with serious
intent by Legislators to set admission standards. There is a growing
concern as I am sure you are all aware about the level of our graduates. There has been some discussion in the halls of the Legislature
that we need to get into this and we need to set these standards. I
do believe that the Commission may foresee this and is attempting to
forestall that by saying "can we all agree that these are going to
be the prerequisites?" Now there are other institutions in the state,
Dr. Moore, that simply couldn't live with those prerequisites. There
are other institutions that accept students where those prerequisites
simply are not being met. I am hard pressed to believe that those
institutions though they may say now that they side with the improvement of standards and agree to them will over the next three to four
years support them without a number of provisions for exceptions. I
think if that were to be the case the enrollment of many institutions
would plummet. So if we get to the point that we are asked directly
to adopt it then of course we will come back to the faculty with it.
PROFESSOR MOORE responded:
If I may press you one step further on a different issue, you
mentioned the education course was happily dispositioned. I wonder
if you could tell us anything about the disposition of the whistleblower from Education. As I reflected on our session last time,
a certain amount of indignation was expressed by the President and
the Administration about the feeling that the whistleblower from
Education was in violation of the privacy act. It did strike me
at least and as I say it might a couple of other people that there
seems to be more concern about the privacy act than the issue of
the corruption of the academic integrity of the course. I for one
must admit that I am more concerned about what happened over there
than perhaps the whistleblower. At the same time I know that there
was some attempt to investigate what transpired. Has there been
any resolution that you can share with us or is this still undergoing
investigation?
PROVOST BORKOWSKI replied:
Well first of all I don't think that. Your perception of
course is uniquely your own, Dr. Moore, as it is in most cases.
I don't believe that's an accurate view or interpretation
regarding the Administration's view on this matter. We were
deeply concerned about that course and the way it had been
conveyed and what was happening in that area. As you know
we fully intended and did comply with the Senate resolution
in December which altered the construction of that course.
We are concerned too with the disclosure of private information
and the lack of security which gives access to private information
which is against the law. There was a study done to ascertain
if it would be possible to determine how this was accomplished.
The security in that College (but I must say I don't believe it
is only in one college, I think it is fairly prevalent throughout the institution) was fairly lax regarding access to the
computer and access to private information. We hope to be
able to tighten that up not to restrict the availability of
information to the people who appropriately need it for
counsel and advice but for purposes that may not be appropriate.
Now this is not the first instance where students' private
records had been disclosed. We have had a recurrent series of
these things over the past two to three years and as more people
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are involved in working with students and in counseling
students the access numbers and the loseness of that simply
has begun to grow. So it is our hope to be able to tighten
that up, not to place any restrictions on acess to people
who need it appropriately, but for this kind of thing not to
happen because it can be extremely embarrassing. It can be
injurious to the students and it can lead to a lawsuit. We
certainly don't want that to happen on this matter anyway.
We have enough lawsuits at the moment to deal with rather
than getting into that.
PROFESSOR MOORE responded "I take it the case has not as yet been resolved one
way or the other."
PROVOST BORKOWSKI replied "I think the case has been resolved to the degree that
the investigations have not been able to prove satisfactorily who might have had access to
the information. It did point up serious weaknesses in security which we hope to be able
to remedy this year and if additional infonnation concerning how access was obtained to
that information is supplied we will follow through on it but I don't anticipate that
that's going to happen.
PROFESSOR MOORE commented he wondered whether or not the situation that existed
in the College of Education would have been revealed otherwise. After all, the end result
was the correction of the ongoing abuse that was taking place.
The PROVOST asked for further questions.
PROFESSOR DOUGLAS DARRAN, SUMTER CAMPUS, inquired as to what six areas were
designated by the Legislators in the appropriation bill.
The PROVOST responded:
If I can recall - Engineering, Computer Science, Mathematical
Sciences, Physical Sciences, Nursing and I think that's it - I
think those five areas were spelled out. When we first looked
at the language of the appropriations bill, it was our judgement
that with the exception of those five areas which could exceed
the five percent average but not exceed in any one case nine
percent without approval of the Budget and Control Board, that
all other areas were thus excluded from that sort of special
handling. Subsequent to that interpretation when we began
looking at it and talking to people in the Governor's Office
and in the Finance Office the language is constructed such that
it is our considered view that we can enhance the salaries in the
other areas too. But again the point is there's ~o additional
funds for it. That simply isn't the case as in the past . The
paper or the media may indeed say average salary increase 5% 5 1/2% but there is no following statement which says that the
funding for that 5%was only 70%. That's the case every year
and we have worked to get that altered every year.
Now I will share with you my own intent and my own
priorities as Provost for this year and next year. The first
priority is indeed to enhance salaries to the li mits available
without seriously jeopardizing the oper ation of the University.
The second is to enhance graduate asssistantships. We are
less competitive - the margin is getting greater and we must
enhance our computer capability . The demands are growing extraordinarily and the limits on our main frame and on our
terminals is substantial. Many of you are aware from reading
in professional magazines in your own disciplines that many
institutions now have terminals for every student when they
come into the institution . We have more and more aggressive
interest in using the comput er and appropriately so. It is
something that we want to encourage. But the cost of being
able to handle our network plan is dramatic and from my standpoint
over this year and into next year it will be salaries, graduate
student stipends, and to try to make computers available to
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all segments of the faculty and access to students. This
will come at the expense of additional areas of the operating
budget but not much of an increase in the way of library
resources. I believe that those priorities at this point
need to be addressed so that we do not fall too far behind
that catching up will simply take too long.
The PROVOST then asked if there were any further questions.
There being no
further questions, he then requested the Chair's permission to make one closing co1T1Tient as
follows:
It has been a very difficult year for the University of
South Carolina. We have weathered an extraordinary year dealing
with financial constraints. As I mentioned in my very opening
remarks though it has been difficult and though this year will
be difficult we truly have much to be thankful for. There are
other institutions that are in far worse shape than we. I think
of a very fine university where the turnover of the faculty
because of the consistent budget cuts this year is coming close
to 40% - out of a faculty of about 1100-1200. So the decreases
throughout the country have been substantial.
I think we finally made an impact on the Legislature so
that they are putting back half the initial 4.6% cut to be
distributed among the institutions as a tacited mission.
The fact that we are $6 million over where we were the previous
year and that $4 million of that is for salaries and utility
cost increases. $6 million is a far better position than we
were in the fall. Had we not had the statesmanlike approach of
a large number of you on the Senate and in the faculty dealing
with the painful decisions in the fall and in the early spring,
we would have had a serious problem going into this fiscal year.
The steps taken (though many times there were disagreements on
them and there was a great deal of wrestling about whether it
was appropriate or not) I think were prudent steps and put us
in a position now I believe to be able to move on as the economy
changes. Hopefully we will have some additional money coming
into the institution to really begin the momentum again without
the sort of severe consequences that many other institutions have
faced. I am personally grateful to all of you on the faculty,
members of the Steering Committee, members of the various college
committees who worked this past year in this very difficult year
and in coming out with what we believe now to be a reasonable
approach to dealing with our programs and to our budget situation.
I would be remiss were I not to express my deep appreciation
to your Chairman, Dr. Patterson. This is his last meeting chairing
this Senate. Rob, as you know, is never reluctant to share with
you his views. He is never reticent to do that quietly. He is
forceful in articulating his positions and his views but through
it all his articulation was always in behalf of what he perceived
to be the faculty's views and the faculty's voice. The Administration took great pains to listen to that voice and to work
with him and his colleagues as we moved through this year. Rob,
I simply want to express to you my deep appreciation for the
quality of your service over the past two years. It has indeed
been a great pleasure working with you and I appreciate your
support during this year .
III.
A.

Reports of Committees.

Senate Steering ColTITiittee:

On behalf of the Senate Steering Committee, CHAIRMAN PATTERSON stated that the
Committee felt that the response the President made at the May General Faculty meetina
did not entirely satisfy the colTITiittee's concerns about the issues raised by the EDPY 399
case. The issues are broad and potentially far reaching and in connection with that the
Steering Committee scheduled a special meeting in June on the subject and invited the
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outgoing Chairman of the University Athletic Advisory Committee to discuss the issues with us. We
have collectively decided that at least for the present time we should qive the restructured
form of the University Athletic Advisory Committee an opportunity to work before recommending
to the Senate any suggestions as to structural changes. CHAIRMAN PATTERSON reassured the
Senate that the issue is still before the Steering Committee and it also has been submitted
to the Coll1llittee on Curricula and Courses and the Committee on Scholastic Standards and
Petitions.
SECRETARY JOHN GARDNER stated he would also report on behalf of the Steering
Committee but first he wanted to make a few remarks on his own behalf. SECRETARY GARDNER
reported as follows:
Secretary
Gardner
Announces
Resignation

As all of you know for the past several years it has been
my custom to keep my remarks to a minimum and to let you, ladies
and gentlemen and Senator Moore, do the talking. I need to depart
from this practice ever so slightly this afternoon to inform you
that I have submitted my resignation as Secretary of the Faculty
to the Steering Cor.mittee and this is appropriate only, and I
emphasize only, because I have accepted an appointment with the
Administration which will involve my serving on a full time basis
in that capacity and I think in keeping with the tradition of
faculty governance you, ladies and gentlemen, deserve someone
serving in the role of Secretary who will be less occupied with
administrative tasks than will I. However, I plan to continue
serving and being of support and assistance until we can find a
suitable replacement and I want to talk some more about that
process in just a minute. I take this action resigning as your
Secretary with some regret. In spite of the inherent workload
I have enjoyed this role and I deeply appreciate the confidence
that many of you had in me and the help that I have gotten from
so many of you and I am especially appreciative of the assistance
from Mrs. Pickels, our Administrative Assistant. I think that
many of you who have worked with our coll1llittees know that she
really does a lion's share of the secretary's job. For those
of you who might be dissuaded from becoming Secretary because
you feel that it might entail too much additional burden on your
already heavy demand on your time you need to appreciate all
that she does to make this task much more bearable and manageable.
Now I had one year remaining on my current term and so what
we need to do today is to appropriately determine a successor
for the balance of my one year term. In September we will then
nominate our next Secretary for the next four year term. Some
of you who were here in the Senate back in September of 1980 will
recall that when I was elected for my term there was, not exactly
to understate the matter, a stampede for the position. Now I
would hope that this September there would be greater interest
in the position. I view and I think this is shared by other
members of our community that this is an extremely important
task in faculty governance. Coll1llunication about our activities
especially through our Minutes is crucial in a large and complex
organization and a great organization like the University of
South Carolina. I have been amazed as I have done this work at
the number and variety of people who follow our activities closely
and have great interest in them even though they may not be
necessarily members of the faculty. So I urge you to find a
colleague who will devote the time and energy and ability that I
think you deserve.

David Husband
Nominated to
Fill Term
of Secretary of
Faculty Senate

I have been on the faculty thirteen years and I have enjoyed
very much my service as a Senator for six of those years and now
as Secretary for three more. I intend to continue coming to your
meetings and I will follow our activities with great interest and
subsequent support. I guess finally I want to say about this
process that I would hope that you would continue to regard me first
and foremost as a fellow member of our great faculty.
I have now the opportunity to place on behalf of the Steering
Committee in nomination the name of a candidate to fill out the
unexpired one year term remaining on my current term. Our rationale
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in making this nomination was that we would try to find an
individual who had previously served as Secretary to make this
transition smooth and as workable as possible and so we have
turned to an individual who performed in this capacity in an
outstanding fashion some years ago and from 1~hom I learned a
great deal and attempted to, if I may use the word, emulate,
the fashion in which I pursued this position. So specifically
I want to place in nomination the name of Professor David
Husband of the Department of Biology and the Chair will now
call for additional nominations.
The CHAIR asked if there were any further nominations at this time.
the Senate that nominations would remain open until adjournment.

He reminded

SECRETARY GARDNER then announced on behalf of the Steering Committee that with
respect to the terms on the Academic Forward Planning Committee of the faculty members who
are appointed by the Steering Committee that there will be a change in the term of appointment moving back from December to September. He added that the members of the committee
so affected will be duly notified.
B.
Ne\'/ Chair of
Grade Change
Committee
Announced

Grade Change Committee, Professor Patricia Mason, Chair:

PROFESSOR MASON announced that Professor Carol Collison of the College of Nursing
will serve as the Chair for the Grade Change Committee for the academic year 1983-84.
The Grade Change Committee's report was adopted with one typographical error
corrected - on page A-2, Department of English, the grade change for Gigail Rumph, the
semester given is Summer II, 1983 and it should read Summer II, 1982.
C.

Curricula and Courses Committee, Professor Peter Sederberg, Chair:

PROFESSOR PETER SEDERBERG stated that because the Committee's report was complicated he would proceed with it section by section. He also drew the Senate's attention to
the annual report submitted by the Committee.
Under Section I, College of Business Administration, the Senate approved BADM 479,
Advanced Issues in Owner-Managed Business and also the curriculum change in requirements for
·the Degree of .Bachelor of Science in Business Administration. PROFESSOR SEDERBERG made the
following corrections to this curriculum change: page A-7, 4. Major Concentration Areas,
the accounting material should be deleted; under the section Business Economics - ECON 321,
322 . . . . 6" should be added: and the statement which begins "Any three of the following
" 406 should be changed to 506; the total number of hours "15" should be listed under the
"9".

PROFESSOR PATRICK SCOTT, DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH, stated that although the changes
in English requirements listed in this curriculum were approved by the English Department
and the College of Business Administration, he would like to revise the requirements to
widen the possibility of substituting upper level English courses. PROFESSOR SCOTT requested
that the following statement replace the statement listed on page A-7 under l. General
Education Requirements: "Two English courses selected from English 282-290. One of these
may be replaced by an English course numbered above 290 or by THSP 140."
PROFESSOR SCOTT said this was acceptable both to his department and also a representative from Business Administration. The CHAIR asked Dr. Sederberg if this could simply
be considered a clarification and not an amendment. PROFESSOR SEDERBERG stated he was
inclined to accept the revision but since it was a substantive change it should be considered
as an amendment.
PROFESSOR SCOTT moved the revision as an amendment and PROFESSOR TREVOR HOWARD-HILL,
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH, seconded the motion. The amendment was then adopted by the Faculty
S-enate.
PROFESSOR SHIRLEY KUIPER, COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, stated she had an
editorial change to make on page A-8, footnote 1, insert "12 hours" before "for students
choosing personnel." This change would make this footnote consistent with the one on page
A-7. PROFESSOR SEDERBERG accepted it as an editorial change.
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Section I,
College of
Business Administration
Approved as
Amended

The curriculum changes for the Bachelor of Science in Business Administration,
pages A-6, A-7 and the top half of A-8, were approved as amended.
PROFESSOR SEDERBERG then presented the curriculum changes for the Professional
Accounting Program, page A-8.
PROFESSOR PATRICK SCOTT, ENGLISH DEPARTMENT, moved to amend the underlined section
which states "Two English courses selected from courses numbered 282 and above. One of
these may be replaced by THSP 140." to be replaced by "Two English courses selected from
282-290. One of these may be rep 1aced by an English course numbered above 290 or THSP 140."
The motion was seconded by PROFESSOR TREVOR HOWARD-HILL, ENGLISH DEPARTMENT, and approved
by the Faculty Senate.
Section II, College of Engineering, page /l.-9, was approved. PROFESSOR SEDERBERG
requested the Senate's indulgence to have additional material from Engineering (listed on
page 1 of the hand-out) which had just been approved by the Graduate Council be considered
at this meeting.
The CHAIR seeing no objection from the Senate ruled that the material could be
presented.

Section II,
College of
Engineering
Approved

PROFESSOR SEDERBERG pointed out that only the material on the first page from the
College of Engineering would be considered and that the ·material on page 2 of the hand-out
from the College of Social Work would not be considered at this meeting. He noted a typographical error under the description for ENGR 375, the word "proecessing" should read
"processing". The Senate approved the additional changes for the College of Engineering.

Section III
Approved

PROFESSOR SEDERBERG then moved approval of Section III, College of Humanities and
Social Sciences, pa~es A-9 and A-10. PROFESSOR SEDERBERG stated that ARTH 591, Museology II
that (3) should be inserted after "Museology II". Section III, College of Humanities and
Social Sciences was approved as edited.

Section IV
Approved

CHAIRMAN SEDERBERG moved aeproval of Section IV, College of Pharmacy, a new four
year B.S. degree with a Major in Basic Pharmaceutical Sciences, on pages A-10 - A-11. The
new degree in Pharmacy was approved.

Section V
Approved

PROFESSOR SEDERBERG then moved approval of Section V, A., College of Science and
Mathematics, a new interdisciplinary degree for students preparing to teach sciences at
middle and secondary school levels. The new degree was approved.

Section B,
C, and D
Approved

PROFESSOR SEDERBERG then asked the Senate's approval of Sections B, C, and D course
changes and a new course in the College of Science and Mathematics. The Senate approved these
changes.

Section VI
Approved

Section VI, College of Social Work, was approved.
D.

Patent and Copyright Committee, Professor David Shipley, Chair:

PROFESSOR SHIPLEY said that at the May meeting Professor Felix, Chairman of the
Faculty Advisory Cormnttee, presented to the Senate for informational purposes only a
proposed revised patent policy. He added that before formally moving the adoption of the
revised policy he had the following remarks to make about his committee's work:
In May of 1982, Paul Ward, the University Counsel, delivered
to the Patent and Copyright Committee a draft policy for our review.
The CoJlJllittee met on May 11, 1982 with a patent counsel from New
York and Associate Provost Antion to review the draft policy. The
Corrmittee recommended a number of changes and these changes were
made. We received a revised, revised policy. We again recorrmended
some changes and sent it back to Paul Ward. That was the last we
saw of it. The make-up of the committee as presented in the draft
from the University Counsel is as stated in the attachment to
today's agenda. After some period of time, Paul Ward, University
Counsel, delivered the revised policy to the Faculty Advisory
Corrmittee. The Faculty Advisory Committee presented it to the
Faculty Senate on May 4, 1983 and then suggested that a formal
recommendation should come from the Patent Corrmittee.
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Prof. Shipley
RecolTl!lends
Approval of
Patent Policy

The Patent Corrmittee met on June 8, 1983 and made several
minor changes in the draft policy. We did approve the policy
as revised which came to us from the Faculty Advisory ColTl!littee
and the University Counsel. We voted to make a formal recommendation to be adopted by the Faculty Senate. However, the policy
does not reflect a change in the make-up of the committee that
was made in May, 1982 and that I was not aware of until May,
1983. The change reads: "This committee shall consider individual cases involving patent matters in the manner prescribed
elsewhere in this Manual and shall be the Patent Advisory Committee
of the University. The Committee consists of three members
appointed by the President and six members of the faculty elected
for terms of three years with two members elected annually."
That is different from what is contained on page A-17 which
specifies the make-up of the committee. I am hesitant to
recolTl!lend an amendment of what my colTlllittee formally approved.
What I would like to do is recommend that the Senate adopt
the revised patent policy as printed in the agenda. Then if
someone would like to move to amend the make-up of the committee
after I have made my motion we can consider that.
The CHAIR asked if he understood correctly that by his recommending an affirmative
vote on this policy this would then determine the description of the committee in the Faculty
Manual. PROFESSOR SHIPLEY replied in the affirmative.
The CHAIR ruled it a matter of substance and therefore could not be voted on at
this particular point.
PROFESSOR SHIPLEY stated that no one made a formal motion to amend the make-up of
the committee. He added he wanted to move the adoption of the revised patent policy as
printed in the agenda. He inquired if he needed a second. The CHAIR ruled that as
chairman of .the .committee he did not need a second.
PROFESSOR CHARLES WEASMER, GOVERNMENT AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, pointed out that
the description of the committee is a description which exists in that portion of the
Faculty Manual which is separate from the Patent and Copyright Corrmittee's function. If
any change in function or make-up of the corrmittee was made then the wise thing to do would
be to postpone action on it or to send it back to the colTl!littee to reconcile what we cannot
reconcile here today.
The CHAIR inquired if Professor Weasmer was making a motion. PROFESSOR WEASMER
responded that since he was not a Senator he could not make a motion but he hoped that
someone would move to send the document back to the Patent and Copyright Committee.

Motion Made
to Send
Document
Back to
ColTl!littee

PROFESSOR GLENN ABERNATHY, GOVERNMENT AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, moved that the
policy be recommitted to the Patent and Copyright Committee . . He also requested that they
consider defining what "University commissioned materials" are. This is under the section
on Copyright, page A-16, the last pargaraph states "University colTl!lissioned (as defined
in a later section of this policy statement)." PROFESSOR ABERNATHY said he could not find
a definition or an explanation of this in the document.
The CHAIR asked for a second to the motion.
PROFESSOR SHIPLEY explained that the New York patent law firm only suggested
provisions to the patent policy. The copyright portion of the patent and copyright policy
remains unchanged and it would follow in sequence what was included in the printed agenda.
He added that it is just a reference to what is already in effect and it is not subject
to any revisions.
PROFESSOR RAY MOORE, GOVERNMENT AND INTERNATIONAL STUD I ES, seconded the mo ti on.
The CHAIR added that the motion was debatable.
PROFESSOR SH I PLEY res ponded as fo 11 ows:

Motion to
Recommit
Discussed

I suppose it is a matter of legislative construction or
essentially construction. The adoption of the policy today I
view as overriding what had been done in May, 1982 . The change
in the make-up of the COITl!littee from what was in the May, 1982
Minutes to what is included in today's proposal ~muld just be
accomplished by legislative action. The act of reconciling the
two provisions within t he Faculty Manual would just be a matter
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of form from which I assume any Secretary could work through.
The reason why I don't think we should go with what has been
proposed today is that first of all it has been through the
University Counsel. The inclusion of the System Vice President
for Sponsored Programs and Research (specifically listing him
as a member of the corrrnittee) I think from my three years of
experience on the committee it is essential because that
administrator is familiar with how grants operate, what grants
are available, what the government is doing with regard to
patent rights, types of strings that are attached to the federal
funds, NIA grants and so on. I think I would prefer to have it
specified that he is a member ex officio of the corrrnittee.
I am also rather surprised that the Faculty Advisory Committee
did not pick up on this during the year. I think it is a matter of
form not really substance as to the make-up of the committee.
PROFESSOR CHARLES WEASMER, GOVERNMENT AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, stated that the
document should be sent back to the committee for reconsideration. He added that what is
presented here is a change in the material in the Faculty Manual, page 53, which deals
with the patent and copyright policy. What was done and what we are referring to is
material which is quite different than what is on page 18 of the agenda (that is the
material that I gave you and that material is totally unaltered). What you have is certain
material on page A-18 and you made changes on page 33 which is in conflict with that. I
don't know if one takes precedence over the other. What you have is a conflict and we
had a conflict previously which is why we had the change in the first place. I still think
it would be very wise to send it back for reconsideration rather than to try to rewrite
or rephrase it here today.
PROFESSOR PATRICK SCOTT, ENGLISH DEPARTMENT, inquired if it were possible to
pass this with the qualification that it should be sent back for revision and for subsequent
action.
The CHAIR stated it was his understanding that the motion would comprehend the
entire documen_t_.PROFESSOR SCOTT asked if it would be possible to pass it conditional upon subsequent revision of the pages which Professor Weasmer was referring to.
CHAIRMAN PATTERSON responded that he didn't think one could assume it but he
thought it would be a matter of prudence for that conflict to be taken into consideration.
PROFESSOR DONALD WEATHERBEE, GOVERNMENT AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, stated he would
like to associate himself with Professor Shipley's comments. He added that certainly the
faculty can by an act at this point supercede the previous action. If as Professor Shipley
indicated there is some matter of urgency and it is a matter which has been a tax on the
corrrnittee then I would argue against the motion to recorrrnit and let the matter of reconciliation of the language be done by those working on the actual revision of the Faculty Manual.
PROFESSOR ROBERT FELIX, Chairman of the Faculty Advisory Corrrnittee, added that
if the Senate wanted to adopt in toto the Patent and Copyright Corrrnittee's proposal that
a footnote or an additional motion of acknowledgement of the language on page A-18 (as
Professor Weasmer stated) or a statement of intention that the language had been modified
according to the policy which was adopted should be included. He added it was obviously
misleading to have two different descriptions.
PROFESSOR RAY MOORE, GOVERNMENT AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, asked Professor Shipley
if in fact there was any great urgency in passing the policy at this time or would approval
at the fall meeting make any substantive difference?
PROFESSOR SHIPLEY responded that the changes in the policy do not really affect
the way the committee operates or our discretion in particular cases. I have been told
they are hoping to get the Faculty Manual to press before Christmas. One matter of urgency
at least from my point of view is that I am leaving August 1st for a one year leave without
pay to go to another university and I would like to finish this before I leave. He added
that if someone else would like to run this policy through then he would be glad to give
them his materials.
Motion to
Recorrrnit
Fails

The CHAIR then asked the Senate to vote on the motion to recommit this proposal
back to the Patent and Copyright Comnittee. After a show of hands the CHAIR declared that
the motion failed.
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Original Motion
on Revised
The CHAIR asked if there was any discussion on the original motion at this time.
Patent Policy There being none, the Senate voted approval of the revised patent policy (Agenda, pp. A-14
Passed
- A-26).
PROFESSOR RAY MOORE, GOVERNMENT AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, asked Professor Patterson if it would be in order at this time to ask questions or to comment on the annual
corrmittee reports. The CHAIR responded that it could be discussed under Unfinished Business.
IV.

Report of Secretary.
No report.

V.

Unfinished Business.

PROFESSOR RAY MOORE, GOVERNMENT AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, made the following
remarks:
Prof. Ray Moore
Asks for Clarifi cation of
Report of the
Grievance
Comnittee

In reading over the report of the activities of the Faculty
Grievance Committee for the academic year 1982-83, I was particularly struck by the case of grievant B who had his case taken up
by the Committee and the recommendation was remanded to the President.
I wonder if there is anyone from that committee who could explain
what remanded meant in that context? Is it a recommendation?
Could any of our resident lawyers perhaps clarify that issue as
to the meaning of "remand" on this occasion? I am further led to
speculate that it was a recommendation to the President but the
President did not uphold the grievant. It strikes me that we are
in a situation where we are referring back to the man who made the
original decision - in a sense disagreeing with the unit and also
the Tenure and Promotion Committee and then it goes through the
Grievance Committee. The Grievance Committee takes a look at it and
they remand it back to the President and naturally the President
reaffinns the original decision. Now we are caught probably in
this dilema at the present time but it did strike me as a rather
unfair way to do it.

Athletic
Committee
Report is
Praised

How we can get out of this bind I am not quite sure but it did
occur to me that even remanding it back to the Board of Trustees
or some committee made up of administrators and faculty might be
something that we might consider in the future.
On the report of the Athletic Committee, I must say that I was
very impressed by the work of Professor Knight, the chairman of this
committee and of the committee itself. Since I requested some of the
material be made available to the Senate for our further perusal
I would like to draw to the attention of my fellow Senators some of
the crucial language that comes out in that report. On page A-28
for instance of the first report I single out these particular
passages: "It seems self evident that the course was offered
improperly" and in the next paragraph it says "serious questions can
be raised concerning the even handedness of the present treatment
of athletes and non-athletes without implying that additional
counseling for athletes was improper." And lastly they suggest
that these benefits were grossly improper in giving grade point
ratios and credit totals far exceeding those that would be expected
of simliarly qualified students following legitimate academic programs. I particularly would like to commend the committee for their
concern about continued monitoring of the program. I know the
Steering Committee has had a general role of the committee under
consideration as to whether or not they should continue doing
their job and I would only hope that on the basis of their past
work and this particular report that they would continue on and
in fact make an indepth study of the particular group of athletes
following through their whole career. I would also like to note
that the last paragraph of this report does strike me as a very
sad reading indeed. It strikes me as summing up the role that
the faculty has on athletics at this University and particularly
with the Board of Trustees. Perhaps the committee's only consultation
is that its concern is more warranted and there is a rising tide in
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the country about this issue. The Clemson experience seems
to me should be a warning to all of us. The fact that these
matters need eternal vigilance is probably the price of
academic decency.
VI.

New Business.
None.

VII.

Good of the Order.

PROFESSOR DONALD WEATHERBEE, GOVERNMENT AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, stated he hoped
that the Steering Corrmittee continues to monitor the corruption of EDPY 399 and to make sure
that what as done in EDPY 399 would not be switched to another area.
CHAIRMAN PATTERSON responded that this is a major concern of the Steering Committee.
Professor
Sederberg
Co111Tiended

PROFESSOR RAY MOORE, GOVERNMENT AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, said that since it is
the end of the year that a couple of congratulations are in order. He added that Professor
Sederberg has done yeomen work this year as Chainnan of the Committee on Curricula and
Courses over and beyond the call of duty. He said it strikes him as a very onerous task
from which he is happily exempt. He added he does deserve our thanks and also to John
Gardner who has labored long and hard in our behalf. He congratulated him on his new
appointment as Associate Vice President for Two Year Campuses and Continuing Education.
He also commended Chairman Robert Patterson for a job well done. He said he knew it took
an awful lot of time and energy away from "his resurrection of the middle ages" and also
the fact that really it is a four year job (one in preparation, two years as chairman,
and one year as outgoing chairman). He added that it also takes a lot of time out of
research and teaching and thanked him again for a job well done.
Senate:

Chairman
Patterson's
Final
Co111Tients

CHAIRMAN ROBERT PATTERSON gave his final comments as Chairman of the Faculty
As those of you know who are mindful of the calendar of
faculty governance know, this meeting has double significance
for me, first as the last of this year's Senate meetings, and
most of all as the last meeting of my term as Chairman of the
Faculty Senate. This gives me a doubly good reason for acknowledging the help governance has received this past year from key
individuals. First of all thanks go to the President and the
Provost and their staffs. Our University constitution requires
cooperation between administrative and faculty branches and the
President and Provost have given it.
Let me express my appreciation to you members of this house
for your attention to and your cooperation with the parliamentary
process. I salute your capacity for questioning potential legislation you have occasionally shown as well as your exercise of
restraint under some of the trying circumstances of the past year.
Much of the effectiveness of faculty governance has resulted from
the conscientious attention to business by a number of our corrrnittee
chairs - Professor Bruce Marshall of Academic Forward Planning
Committee; Professor Duane Rohlfing of Admissions; Professor James
Knight of the Athletic Advisory Committee; Professor Peter Sederberg
of the Curricula and Courses Committee; Professor Robert Felix of
Faculty Advisory Committee; Professor Ross Roy of Faculty Welfare;
Professor Richard Silvernail of Faculty Grievance; Professor Trevor
Howard-Hill of ScholasticStandards and Petitions; Professor Kevin
Lewis of Student Affairs; Professor Leconte Cathey of Tenure and
Promotion; Professor Richard Conant of Faculty House Board of
Govenors and Professor Patricia Mason of Grade Change Committee.
The members of the Faculty Senate Steering Committee deserve
special acknowledgement not only for perfonning the routine business
of legislative steering but especially for their functioning as a
faculty fiscal advisory body to the administration. Earlier this
year I have spoken about the importance I have attached to this
advisory role. The individual and collective conduct of this body
made that role an effective one. Several of my colleagues on this
committee whose names have not been mentioned thus far because
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they are not chairmen of committees should be noted for contributions they have made. Chairman-elect Charles Weasmer,
former chairman Charles Coolidge, Professor Don Greiner,
Faculty Secretary John Gardner and Professor John Dean. Professor
Greiner served even though he was on sabbatical. Both my predecessor Charles Coolidge and my successor Charles Weasmer have
been of enormous help. Some of you may have noticed that
Professor Weasmer has from time to time also served as my informal parliamentarian rendering invaluable decisions from his
knowledge of Robert's Rules some might say bailing me out.
As you have heard earlier today, Professor John Gardner has
left us for "that other place". I would simply like to express
my admiration for the fine job he has done as Secretary of the
Faculty - a sample of which you have before you in the new format
of the Senate's minutes which are John's work. Let me also
express once again my own indebtedness and that of the entire
framework of faculty governance to the tireless and tactful
efforts of our Administrative Assistant, Mrs. Margaret Pickels,
whose efficiency makes it possible for faculty like ourselves
to be part time volunteers in University service.
I believe that this body can be proud of the work that it
has done and the issues that it has faced over the past two
years from approving a new curriculum in Education to new student
disciplinary system and student attendance regulations and the
approval of the Incorporation of Faculty House. I think we would
all agree that the most serious issue faced by faculty governance
was the advisory role it occupied in the serious fiscal crisis the
University faced especially last year.
I hope that those who
disagree with aspects of this role will not take my remarks as an
attempt to have the last word when I say how proud I am of the way
my colleagues on the Steering Committee functioned. I hope the
heightened fiscal role of the Steering Committee will be a permanent fixture of faculty administrative governance relations. Still
one can read in the Faculty Advisory Committee's report the justifiable belief that Steering's operating procedure can be improved.
Further I believe that future Steering Committees in cooperation with
the Administration will have to better define the conditions under
which the Senate is made more aware of items on the committee's fiscal
agenda, a point raised by several Senators justifiably during the
spring.
Details concerning the EDPY 399 case indicate the need for the
Senate and for the Administration to consider better ways to cooperate
for arranginJ for the education of athletes and perhaps for students
who need remedial instruction.
If I leave this body with one real regret it is that the new
edition of the Faculty Manual which we have been promised has not
yet been printed. Doubtless the event of printing of the new Faculty
Manual will be one of my successor's early satisfactions.
I would like to leave with a challenge to my faculty colleagues
through you in this house not to allow legitimate professional considerations to create reluctance in participating in faculty governance
upon which we all in the University basically depend.
I wish my successor well. University governance will be well
served by Professor Charles Weasmer and I'd like to in a parliamentary
way bid you who I from time to time have referred to privately as
members of the bear pit a fond parliamentary farewell . Thank you
again.
Prof. David
Husband
Declared
Elected as
Faculty
Secretary

The CHAIR then called for further nominations for the temporary replacement of the
Secretary of the Faculty. The CHAIR hearing none declared the election of Professor David
Husband, Department of Biology, as Secretary. I also would like to add my appreciation to
Professor Husband whom I asked twice just making sure that he realized what he was getting
in for and to express my appreciation for him stepping in under the circumstances.
There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at 4:40 p.m.
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